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We accept the challenge!

The challenge: To fully optimize
brown stock washing operations

The solution:
Brown Stock Washing ACE
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Brown Stock Washing ACE

Benefits

Screening ACE
Dilution

BrainWave

¡

Dilution
Factor

Stabilizes pulp washing,
screening and thickening

LP

¡

Online controls of weak
black liquor solids and
carryover manage
important process metrics

Filtrate Inventory Controller

¡

Unification of all shifts to
“best practices,” reducing

BrainWave

operator workload
Control schematic showing the implementation of BrainWave and ACE

¡

Integrates uniform control
with pressure thickeners,

production without violating any of the process

ACE is our virtual expert operator that man-

limits established for the system. ACE will work

ages a process area with the goal of keeping

tirelessly to keep the bypass lines closed and

costs as low as possible while continuously

the washing eﬃciency as high as possible.

delivering a product that meets all necessary
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¡
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Success story
Customer: Metsa-Botnia Oy

Our technology

Control objective:

BrainWave is our patented predictive multi-

§

variable technology that controls all filtrate

Optimize operation to achieve raw ma-

installed in 2009, reducing conductivity vari-

terial and energy savings

ability by 79.5%, carryover by 20% and water

levels and wash flows simultaneously, while

consumption by 450,000 m3/y.

considering the eﬀects that each actuator

ANDRITZ AUTOMATION implemented the

move will have on various process param-

ACE solution at Metsa-Botnia’s mill in Jout-

The mill is now achieving significant reductions

eters. Large penalties are applied to bypass

seno, Finland, which produces 600,000 t/y of

in energy consumption, bleach plant chemical

openings so that they are opened only when

bleached softwood kraft pulp. In 2001, the mill

consumption, soda loss, organic fuel usage,

necessary and for a short duration. By tightly

installed a new, state-of-the-art fiberline. The

and urea in the waste water treatment facilities.

holding all the targets, BrainWave can pro-

mill was looking to gain further eﬃciencies in

Due to the optimizations achieved by ACE, the

vide dramatically improved stability to the

their operation and so turned to the capabili-

mill is now saving 1.3 MEUR to 1.6 MEUR per

washing process.

ties of ACE. Brown Stock Washing ACE was

year.
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Automation solutions
Release your full potential

We oﬀer a full range of advanced control and

Call our sales staﬀ today:

optimization solutions for pulp operations,
including:

Steve Crotty (Global)

Josef Czmaidalka (Europe)

§

Bleaching ACE

Mobile: +1 (404) 229 6349

Mobile: +43 (664) 4137990

§

Brown Stock Washing ACE

steve.crotty@andritz.com

josef.czmaidalka@andritz.com

§

Digester ACE

§

Evaporator ACE

Andrés Rojas G. (Latin America)

Marcos Freitas (Australasia)

§

Kiln ACE

Mobile: +56 (9) 8230 8752

Mobile: +61 (407) 487 568

§

O2 Delignification ACE

andres.rojas@andritz.com

marcos.freitas@andritz.com

§

Pulp Dryer ACE

§

Recaust ACE

Luiz Vega (Brazil)

§

Recovery Boiler Combustion ACE

Mobile: +55 (31) 9299 1201

§

Screening ACE

luiz.vega@andritz.com

§

Washing ACE
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